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INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a Hopf algebra over a field k, acting on the k-algebra R with 
action twisted by a cocycle (T such that the crossed product algebra R #, H 
can be constructed. This paper is concerned with the relationship between 
the ideals of R #, Hand those of R, and with computing the extended cen- 
ter and symmetric quotient ring of R #, H in terms of the extended center 
C and symmetric quotient ring Q of R. 
Our best results are obtained when H is an irreducible Hopf algebra, or 
more generally when H is of the form K # kG, where K is irreducible and 
kG is the group algebra of a group G. Some examples of irreducible Hopf 
algebras are enveloping algebras of Lie algebras U(L) along with their 
restricted counterparts u(L) in characteristic p >O, divided power Hopf 
algebras, and the algebra 0(G) of regular functions on a unipotent 
algebraic group G. Hopf algebras of the form K # kG include all pointed 
cocommutative Hopf algebras. 
More specifically, in Section 2 we consider the question of when ideals of 
R #, H intersect R non-trivially. We obtain a complete answer for the case 
of (R, R)-subbimodules when R is prime. That is (Theorem 2.2), we prove 
that every non-zero (R, R)-subbimodule intersects R non-trivially if and 
only if H is irreducible and the Lie algebra L of primitive elements of H 
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acts as “outer” derivations on the quotient Q of R, in a sense which will 
be made precise. More generally if H= K # kG as above, then every non- 
zero ideal of R #, H intersects R non-trivially if both G and the primitive 
elements L of K are outer on Q (Theorem 2.5). As a consequence of this 
result, we obtain a criterion for R #, H to be a simple ring. 
In Section 3 we prove that if R is prime and H = K # kG as above with. 
the actions of G and L outer on Q, then the extended center C(R #, H) = 
C( R)H (Corollary 3.5 j. If we also assume that every non-zero H-stable ideal 
of R contains a left regular element, then the symmetric quotient ring 
Q(R #, H) = QH(R) #, H, where QH( R) is the quotient with respect to 
the filter of H-stable ideals of R (Theorem 3.10). 
Finally in Section 4 we specialize to the situation when H is irreducible 
and commutative and g is trivial. By restricting H to be commutative, we 
can weaken our hypothesis on R and only require that R be H-prime. 
However, some of our results require using the left (or right) quotient rings 
Q’ of R and R # H, as well as certain “infinite sums” QL(R) # % H which 
determine elements of Q’( R # H). Then if R # H is prime, we prove that 
Q’W # Hj = (Q#j #x) H) Z-l, the localization at the non-zero 
elements of the center Z of QH(R) # H (Theorem 4.3). If every non-zero 
H-stable ideal of R contains a left regular element, then we can eliminate 
both the infinite sums and the one-sided quotients, to obtain Q(R # H) = 
(QH(R) # H) Z-’ (Theorem 4.7). However, as shown by Example 4.10, 
the infinite sums are necessary in general. For extended centers, the situa- 
tion is nicer: whenever R # H is prime, C(R # H) is just the quotient field 
of z. 
The authors thank H.-J. Schneider for an interesting discussion about 
Section 2. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, H denotes a Hopf algebra over a field k, with 
comultiplication A, counit E, and antipode S. We write Hf = ker E and 
K+ = Kn ker F, for any subset K of H. We will be particularly interested in 
irredztcible Hopf algebras; in such Hopf algebras every non-zero sub- 
coalgebra contains k. 1. 
Any H has a coradical filtration H = U ,r a 0 H,, , where HO is the coradical 
of Hand A(H,)sCy=, Hj@Hmpi[S]. When His irreducible, HO=k’l, 
and we also have the following well-known lemma: 
LEMMA 1.1. Let H be an irreducible Hopf algebra. Then 
(1) ifx~H,,, therrdx=x01+10x+~, whereyEC~:,‘HiOH~-i- 
Moreooer if x E H,: then y E Cr:: H+ @ H,f_ i 
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(2) for all n> 1, H,= (.xEHI dxEHO@H+H@H,-,} 
(3) the antipode S of H is bijective. 
Proof: (1) is [S, 10.0.21. 
(2) By definition, H,, =A”+’ Ho= (/InHo) AK, CS, P. 1791. BY 
[S, 9.O.O.c] also H,= H,,I\(I\“H,), and thus by [S, 9.0.0.a], 
H,=d~‘(H,OH+HOH,,_,), using C=H, X=H,, and Y=H,-,. 
(3) follows from a theorem of Takeuchi [T] since H, is cocom- 
mutative. 
Set X0 = H,, and for each n 3 1 let X,, be a subspace of H, such that 
Hn=H,,-1 @ X,, . Thus by choosing a basis B, for each X,,, we see that 
B= Unw, B, is a basis for H, and that IJ:= ,, B, is a basis for H,,. The 
elements in B, will be called the basis elements of degree n. When H is 
irreducible we assume B, = { 11. 
For any H, the group-like elements are the set G(H) = 
(O#XEHI dx=x@x} and the primitive elements are the set P(H) = 
{x E H 1 dx = x0 1 + 10 x}; furthermore P(H) is a Lie algebra under 
[x, ~1 =-q- JX. Thus Lemma 1.1 says that when H is irreducible, 
elements in H, are “primitive mod H,- r.” This will be extremely useful 
when H acts on an algebra R. 
We will be concerned here with crossed products R #, H. A crossed 
product can be formed whenever there is a weak action of H on the 
k-algebra R and 0: HO H + R is a convolution invertible k-bilinear 
map. By a weak action we mean that H measures R (h . (rs) = 
Cihj th(l) .r)(h(,, .s), for all h E H and r, s E R, and 11. 1 = s(h)l, for all 
12~ H) and that 1 .r=r for all rE R [BCM, 1.11. Then R #, H is the 
algebra whose underlying vector space is R Oli H and whose multiplication 
is given by 
(h)(lJ 
for all a, b E R and h, 1 E H. R #, H is associative with identity element 
1 # 1 if and only if ~(1, II) = a(h, 1) = E(h) 1, for all h E H, and the following 
conditions hold [BCM, 4.5; DT, Lemma lo]: 
(1.2) (cocycle condition) For all h, I, m E H, 
lh)(IJ(m) (h)(l) 
(1.3) (twisted module condition) For all h, IE H and aE R, 
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The element a @ h of R #, H will be written as a # h. Since R g R # 1, we 
will also sometimes write r for r # 1 E R #, H. 
If G is trivial, that is 0(/z, I) = ~(11) s(l)1 for all h, 1 E H, then R is an 
H-module algebra and R #, H is the usual smash product R # H [S]. In 
this case HZ 1 # H and we will sometimes write rh for r # h E R # H. 
If B is a basis for H and IV = C acr # u, E R #, H, where the sum is taken 
over those U, E B, then we define supp(w) = (uI E B I a, # 0 1. 
Now consider R #, H when H is irreducible with coradical filtration 
(H,,}; choose h E H, and write Ah = h 0 1 + 10 k + C, J’~@z!, y,, zI E 
H it-1. Then for any r, s E R, 
h’(rs)=(h-r)s+r(h.s)+C (JJ~.T)(~[.s). (1.4) 
Thus h acts as a derivation module the action of H,, ~ I. Also, for r E R, 
we have 
h.r=(l # h)r-r(l # h)-x (y[.r) # z[. (1.5) 
Thus the action of h on R looks like an inner derivation via 1 # h, 
modulo lower degree terms. We will need the following result on ideals in 
crossed products: 
LEMMA 1.6. Let R #, H be a crossed product, If I is an ideal of-R #, H, 
then In R is an H-stable ideal of R. 
ProoJ: This fact follows [BlM, Prop. 1.81 which says that since g is 
invertible, the map y: H -+ R #, H given by y(h) = 1 # h is also invertible. 
This implies that for all /IE H, rE R, h .r=zlh, p(h,,,) ryp’(h,2,); see 
[BlM, 1.191. 
We will also use various quotient rings of the k-algebra R. If .F is the 
filter of ideals of R with zero annihilator, let Q’ (respectively Qr, Q) be the 
left (respectively right, symmetric) Martindale quotient ring with respect to 
B, see [P, Chap. 31. R embeds into Q’ (resp. Qrj as right (left) multiplica- 
tions, and any q E Q’ (resp. Qr) has the property that there exists 1~ 9 
such that ZqG R (qIz R). The symmetric quotient ring can then be 
described as 
The extended center of R is C = C(R), the center of Q (and also of Q’ 
and Q’); it is also the centralizer of R in each of these quotient rings. 
When H acts on R, a smaller quotient ring is useful, and we may repeat 
the above constructions replacing F by &, the filter of H-stable ideals of 
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R with zero annihilator. Thus one obtains Qk, QL, and finally QH, the 
H-symmetric ring of quotients of R. The center of QH is C, = C n QH, 
since we can view R E QH c Q and C is the centralizer of R in Q. 
Some difficulties arise in trying to extend the H-action to QH (or to Qk 
and Q&). If R is an H-module algebra, this is done by Cohen in [Cl; if R 
is an H-prime algebra with a weak action arising from a crossed product, 
then Chin [Ch] defines an H-action on Qh and then (indirectly) on QH 
under the assumption that the action is “fully anti-invertible.” More 
recently, it is shown in [M3] that the action can be extended to QH 
directly if it is also “invertible.” These assumptions are satisfied when H 
is irreducible. A more precise discussion of these results will appear in 
Section 3. 
Finally, we need the notion of “X-inner” automorphisms and derivations. 
When R is prime, an automorphism t or derivation 6 of R is called X-inner 
if it becomes inner when extended to Q(R), or equivalently to Q’(R) or to 
Q’(R). The following internal characterizations of X-inner are known: 
LEMMA 1.7. Let R be a prime ring; 
( 1) If t E Aut R, then T is X-inner o there exist non-zero elements a, b, 
c, d E R such that arb = crrd, for all r E R. 
(2) If 6: R + Q is a derivation such that 6( Jj c R, for some non-zero 
ideal J of R, then 6 is X-inner o there exist a, b E R, a # 0 such that 
a6(ra) = bra - arb, for all r E R. 
ProoJ: Part (1) is [P, 12.21 although it really goes back to 
Kharchenko. Part (2) is [BeM, Proposition 1.11. 
In fact both parts of Lemma 1.7 extend an old lemma of Martindale, 
which says that for non-zero a, b E R there exists 1 E C such that a = AC if 
and only if arb = crd for all r E R and some non-zero b, d E R. 
We denote the k-linear derivations from R to Q by Der,(R, Q) and those 
which become inner on Q are denoted by X-inn Der,(R, Q). 
2. THE BIMODULE PROPERTY AND IDEALS IN CROSSED PRODUCTS 
Let R #, H be a crossed product; we say that R #, H has the binzodule 
property if every non-zero (R, R)-subbimodule of R #, H intersects R non- 
trivially. In this section we show that R #, H can have this property only 
if H is irreducible and then find necessary and sufficient conditions for 
R #, H to have this property in terms of whether the primitive elements of 
H act as X-inner derivations. This result is then applied to study ideals in 
smash products for more general Hopf algebras. 
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The bimodule property was considered previously in [BeM] for the 
special case of H= U(L), and our first main result generalizes [BeM, 
Theorem 1.21 and provides a converse. We note that even for H= U(L), 
assuming no 0 #I E L acts as an X-inner derivation is not sufficient to 
guarantee that R # H has the bimodule property [M2, Example 1.21. 
Now let R be prime with extended center C, and consider 6 1, h2, . . . . is,, E 
Der,(R). If x1, a,, . . . . CY, E C, then 6 = XI= r CY,S, E: Der,(R, Q) and has the 
property that 6(J) G R for some ideal JzO of R (let J= I’. where a,Zs R 
for all i). The composition of the maps L + Der,(Rj, COk Der,(R) --+ 
Der,( R, Q), and Der,(R, Q) + Der,(R, Q j/X-inn Der,(R, Q) give a map 
0 : COk L + Der,( R, Q)/X-inn Der,( R, Q j (2.1) 
THEOREM 2.2, Let R be a prime k-algebra and H a Hopf algebra \z+tiz a 
(weak) action on R such that R #, H is a crossed product. Then R #, H has 
the bimodule property-H is irreducible and the map B ilz (2.1) is &iectice 
on C @ L, w’here L = P(H) is the Lie algebra of primitioe elements of H. 
ProojY First, suppose that H is not irreducible; then H contains a 
simple subcoalgebra K which does not contain k. 1. Thus (R #, l)( 1 #, K) 
is an (R, R)-subbimodule of R #, H which does not intersect R non-trivially. 
Hence if R #, H does have the bimodule property, then H must be 
irreducible. Now assume that H is irreducible and suppose that tI is not 
injective on C@ L. Thus for some 0 # 10 = xi cx,@ xi E C@ L, e(w) is an 
X-inner derivation; that is there exists 0 #s E Q such that xi LX~(X,. r) = 
[s, r], for all r E R. Let If 0 be an ideal of R such that Is c R and Za, E R 
foralli,andletB=(~ja~j#xi-as#1IaEZ)cRiti-,H.Bisclearlya 
left R-submodule of R #, H. To see that it is also a right R-submodule, 
choose r E R. Using (1 # xi)(r # 1) = r # ,Y: + (xi. r) # 1, we see that 
(Ci acli # xi-as # l)(r # l)=xi aajr # xi4zj aai(xj.r) # 1 -asr # 1 
=xi mai # xj+a[s, r] # 1 -asr # 1 =Ci ami # xi-ars # 1 E B, since 
ar E I. Thus B is an (R, R)-subbimodule of R #, H which does not intersect 
R non-trivially since the (xi). and ( 1 } are independent and the xi are not 
zero divisors. Thus R #, H does not have the bimodule property. 
Conversely, assume that H is irreducible and 8 is injective on C@ L. Let 
B # 0 be an (R, R)-subbimodule of R #, H and let n be minimal such that 
Bn (R #, H,,)#O, where (H,,} is the coradical filtration of H. We may 
assume that n > 0. There exist subspaces X and Y of H such that, as vector 
spaces, we can write H,, = H,, _ , OX and H, ~, = H,-, @ Y as noted in 
Section 1. Let { KJ~} be a basis of Y and { sl> a basis of H,, _ ?. Among all 
0 # -’ E B A (R #, H,), written as 
z = -f b; # ui + C ck # l.vk + c d, # s,, 
i=l k / 
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where U;E X; bi, ck, dlE R, choose one for which f?~ is minimal. By the mini- 
mality of m, both the (bi) and the (u;> are linearly independent. Now 
extend the {q> to a basis for X. 
We can also write AU; = ui@ 1 + 10 ui + C, M’; k 0 121~ + CI s;, /@ sI for 
each i. By Lemma 1.1(2), r~i, k # 0 for some k, since ui $ H,, _ i. Moreover, 
we may assume ui, it’s, and n$, are all in H+. Thus, since 
Au, E c;= 0 Hi @ H,, ._ j, it follows that u$, k E H: = L = P(H). 
Choose any a E R and consider b, az - zab, ; using (1 # u;)(ab, # 1 j = 
ab, # ui + (ui.(ab,)) # 1 + x:k ~&.(ab,) # M’k + C, &.(ab,) # ~1, it 
follows that the coefficient of u1 in b,az-zab, is blab,- blab, =O. 
Since b, az - zab, E B and has fewer non-zero coefficients of the ui than 
does Z, we conclude that 6, az 2 zab, = 0. Therefore, by examining the coef- 
ficient of each ui in b,az - zub, = 0, we have b, abi - b,ab, = 0, for each i 
and every a E R. Thus, by Martindale’s lemma, this implies bi = aibl , where 
Lx,EC. 
Now consider the coefficients of nlk in b,az -zab, = 0: 
-C bi C li’:, k. (ab,) # w,+(b,ac,-c,ab,) # )vk=O, for all k. 
I k 
Choose k so that loi, k # 0 for some i, and use bi = a,b, to obtain 
b, I-a;(~;,,+b,))=c,ab,-black, for all UER. (*) 
Let b = --Cy= i ccidi, where die Der,(Rj is given by di(rj = PV:. k. r. Then 
( * ) becomes 
b,&ab,) = c,ab, - b,CKk, for all LIE R. 
As noted before the theorem, S(Jj z R for some non-zero ideal J of R. 
Thus, by Lemma 1.7(2), 6 is X-inner. But 6 is the image in Der,(R, Q) of 
w=~;-C(;@w; k and \o#O since, by construction, the (ai> are linearly 
independent. But e(\v) = 0, a contradiction. Thus n = 0 and B n R # 0. 
It is surprising in Theorem 2.3 that the bimodule property depends only 
on the behavior of the primitive elements, since L = P(H) does not generate 
H in general. In particular, L does not generate if H is a divided power 
Hopf algebra in characteristic p # 0, or if H = 0(G), for G a non-abelian 
unipotent group. 
LEMMA 2.3. Assume that R is prime and that S = R #, H satixfies the 
bimodule propertv. If g E Aut S such that Rg = R and g is X-outer on R, then 
g is X-outer on S. 
ProoJ: Since R is prime and the bimodule property holds, we 
immediately note that S is also prime. If g is X-inner on S, there exists 
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a unit 1-1’ E Q(.S) such that sg = 11 -is1-r, for all s E S. Thus rt~ = &‘, for all 
r E R. Choose I# 0 an ideal of S with n+)Zc S; now In R # 0 by the 
bimodule property, but then B = w(Zn R) is also a non-zero (R, R)-sub- 
bimodule and so, BnR#O. Let J= {aEZnRI wa~R); J#O is an ideal 
of R. For any a E J, write b = 1~~1 E R. Thus asb = bgsga, for ali s E S. By 
Lemma 1.7(l), g is X-inner on R, a contradiction. 
We continue with 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that R #, H is a crossed product and that H is 
qf the form K # kG, for G z G(H). Then there exists u cocycle 
~:GxG+R#,Hsuch thatR#,H=(R#,K)#,kG. 
Proqf: We use the criterion for crossed products as given in 
[BlM, 1.191. Let A = R #, K and B= R #, H; now B is a right 
kG-comodule algebra via p: B -+ B@ kG given by p(r # (h # g)) = 
I’ # (II # g)@ g, for all r E R, Zz E K, gE G, and it is easy to see that 
B co H = A, the subring of coinvariants. Thus A E B is a “kG-extension.” It 
is cleft, since the map y: kG -+ B given by y(g) = 1 # (1 # g) is a right 
kG-comodule morphism which has a (convolution) inverse, namely 
y-‘(g) = o-‘(g-i, g) # (1 # g-l). Thus [BlM, 1.181 gives that BI 
A #, kG. Moreover, it is possible to show using [BIM, 1.201 that 7 is 
simply r~ restricted to G x G. 
It should be pointed out that Lemma 2.4 is not obvious and requires 
proof: Schneider [Sch] gives an example of three Hopf algebras H, K, h4 
such that H #, (K #, Al) cannot be written as an M-crossed product over 
H #, K. Also, it is not easy to show directly that 0 / G x G satisfies the condi- 
tions for a crossed product over R #, K. 
We are now able to extend Theorem 2.2 to more general Hopf algebras. 
TKEOREM 2.5. Let H be a Hopf algebra of the form H = K # kG, where 
K is irreducible, and let R be a prime k-algebra with extended center C such 
that R #, H is a crossed product. Let G = G(H), L = P(H)? and assume 
(1) G is X-outer on R 
(2) the map 9: C@ L + Der,( R, Q)/X-inn Der,(R, Q) is injectitle. 
Then euery non-zero ideal of R #, H intersects R non-trivially. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.2, R #, K has the bimodule property. Since G 
stabilizes K, we may apply Lemma 2.3 to R #, K to see that G is X-outer 
on R #, K. By Lemma 2.4, R #, H = (R #, K) #, kG for some T. Applying 
[Ml, 3.161, any non-zero ideal of R #, H intersects R #, K non-trivially, 
and thus intersects R by the bimodule property. 
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Examples of Hopf algebras of the type considered in Theorem 2.5 
are any pointed cocommutative Hopf algebra; more generally, any Hopf 
algebra which is the sum of its irreducible components. 
The next corollary overlaps [MC& 1.51; they consider the case in which 
R is any commutative ring. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let R be a simple k-algebra with center C, such that 
R #, H is a crossed product with H = K # kG, where K is irreducible. Let 
G = G(H), L = P(H), and assume 
(1) Gisouteron R 
(2) 0: C@ L + Der,(R)/Inn Der,(R) is invective. 
Then R #, H is simple. 
ProoJ: When R is simple, Q(R) = R and C(R) is the center of R. Thus 
X-inner means inner in the usual sense and we may apply Theorem 2.5 
Specializing to smash products of finite dimensional Hopf algebras, we 
may apply the results of [BeM] to obtain a number of ring theoretic 
consequences :
COROLLARY 2.7. Let H be a finite dimensional Hopf algebra of the form 
K # kG, where K is irreducible, and let R be a prime H-module algebra 
satisfying conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.5. Then 
(1) RH is (right) Goldie if and only if R is (right) Goldie; 
(2) if RH is (right) Noetherian or Artinian, then so is R; 
(3) if RH satisfies a polynomial identity of degree d, then R satisfies 
a polynomial identity of degree d (dim, H)d. Moreover, R is Goldie with 
Q,{(R)= RT--‘, where T is the set of non-zero central elements of RN, and 
QcdR”) = Q,,(R)“. 
ProoJ: Since R is an H-module algebra, we may form the smash 
product R # H, a crossed product with trivial cocycle. By Theorem 2.5, 
every non-zero ideal of R # H intersects R non-trivially. However this is 
the “ideal intersection property” of [BeM]. Thus (1) and (2) follow from 
[BeM, 3.81 and (3) follows from [BeM, 3.91. 
We close this section with two examples. In the first example, we show 
that if H is not the sum of its irreducible components then the conclusions 
of Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 need not be true. In the second example, 
we show that although the bimodule property implies that all non-zero 
ideals of R #, H intersect R non-trivially, the converse does not hold. 
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EXAMPLE 2.8. In [ M2, Ex. 3.21, an action of the (unique) 
4-dimensional non-commutative, non-cocommutative Hopf algebra H over 
iw is given on C such that C # H is not simple. However, P(H) = 0 and the 
unique x E G(H), x # 1 acts as complex conjugation, so hypotheses (1 j and 
(2) are satisfied. 
The coradical of H is Ho = w( 1, X) and each irreducible component is 
one-dimensional. Thus the sum of the irreducible components is just H,. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let R be the 2 x 2 matrices over a field F of characteristic 
2 and let L be the 2-dimensional restricted Lie algebra of derivations with 
basis elements .\: and 3% where x and J’ act, respectively, as commutation by 
the matrix units ei2 and e,,. We now consider the smash product 
R # u(L). The bimodule property is not satisfied since, as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2, both R(.v-e,,) and R(y- e,,) are (R, R)-subbimodules of 
R # u(L) which do not intersect R non-trivially, 
A direct calculation shows that R is an irreducible R # u(L)-module 
with commuting ring RLr F. Now let ~~=a,+a,x+a,~+n,,~~~ 
R # u(L) act on R; thus we obtain \v. 1 = a,, it’ .e2, = a,e,, + a,, it’. eIZ = 
aOelz + a7, and H’. e ,i = aOell + a,ela + azezl + a3. Therefore it follows that 
the action of R # u(L) on R is also faithful, hence R # zt(Lj is isomorphic 
to the 4 x 4 matrices over F. Since R # u(L) is simple, its unique non-zero 
ideal intersects R non-trivially. 
3. THE BIMODULE PROPERY, EXTENDED CENTERS. AND QUOTIENT RINGS 
In order to study quotients and extended centers for crossed products, 
we will need some additional assumptions on the (weak) action of H on R. 
Consider the action as an element 4 E Hom(H, End(R)). Then we say that 
q5 is irzoertible if, under convolution, it has an inverse 0 E Hom( H. End(R)), 
that is &) b,,, i 4h,2,=dWidR=Cch, dh,,~4~,z,; d, is anti-invertible if it has 
an anti-inverse $ E Hom(H, End(R)), that is &,,, $+,c $h,,, = s(h) id, = 
ClhI cjhlz,o $,!,,,. q5 is biimertible if it is both invertible and anti-invertible. 
and fully hiinvertible if the maps 8, and $,, stabilize all H-stable ideals of 
R, for all iz E H. 
Fully anti-invertible actions were studied in [Ch] and fully biinvertible 
actions in [M3]. They are a natural notion, since if R is an H-module 
algebra and H has a bijective antipode, then the action is always fully biin- 
vertible: let 8, = Slz and $J,! = sh, where S is the inverse of S. For crossed 
products R #, H with a weak action 4, I$ will be biinvertible whenever the 
coradical of H is cocommutative [M3]; in particular this includes the case 
where H is irreducible. 
We summarize some known results. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R #, H be a crossed product with fully biinvertible 
action. 
(1) Let Fn be the filter of H-stable ideals of R with zero annihilator. 
Then one may construct the left, right, and symmetric quotient rings, Q’,(R), 
Q’,(R), and Qa( R j respectively, with respect to Fu. 
(2) If J is an H-stable ideal of R, then the annihilator of J is also 
H-stable when the action is biinvertible. If R is H-prime, 9u is the set of non- 
zero H-stable ideals of R. 
(3) The H-action on R extends uniquely to a (weak) H-action on 
Q’,(R), Q’,(R), and en(R), such that the cocycle CoFzditioFl and twisted 
nzodule coFtdition hold for a. Thus one may form the crossed products 
Q’,(R) #, K Q’,(R) #, H, and QHiR) #, H. 
(4) Each of the crossed products in (3) enzbeds into the appropriate 
quotient of R #, H, for example Qn(R) #, H 4 Q(R #, H). 
(5) Q(R)“&Qn(R), and so Q(R)” # 1 qQ(R #, H). Under this 
embedding, C(R)H # 1% C( R #, H), where C(R)H means C(R) n Q(R)“. 
(6) If J is an H-stable ideal of R, then J #, H = (1 # H)( J # 1) = HJ. 
Proof For (l), Q’,(R) and QH(R) are done in [Ch] and Qk(R) in 
[M3]. Part (2) is done in [C] for smash products and in [Ch] for crossed 
products. 
Parts (3) and (4) are done for QL(R) and QH(R) in [Ch], although the 
action on QH(R) and the embeddings are done by an indirect method. 
These facts are reproved directly in [M3] together with the result on 
Q’,(R). Finally, (5) is in [M3] and (6) is in [Ch]. 
The following technical proposition will be useful in this section for 
computing extended centers and quotient rings. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be priFne and R #, H a crossed product such 
that the action is biinvertible. Suppose WE Q’(R #, H) such that 
Jw c R #, H for some H-stable ideal J# 0 of R and conjugation by1 w 
induces an automorphism g of R. Then w E Q;(R) #, H. Furthermore, if 
R #d H has the bimodule property then w E Q>(R). 
ProoJ: Let B be a basis for H, as in Section 1, and for each u, E B define 
an element of Q’,(R), tar : J-t R, by letting rt, be the coefficient of u, in rw, 
for all rE J. Now if 0#a~ J, we will let K be the subcoalgebra of H 
generated by all those u, belonging to supp(aw). Since supp(aw) is a finite 
set, K is finite dimensional by the fundamental theorem of coalgebras. Let 
b E J, r E R and consider awr g g; b by the detinition of multiplication in 
R #d H, supp(ab+bg) c K. However, awrgbg = arbw and therefore if U, $ K 
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then arbt, = 0. As a result, (aR)(Jt,) = 0 and so, Jt, = 0 since R is prime. 
Thus t, = 0, for all U, $ K. 
Let v = 1 t,u,, where the sum is a finite sum since it is taken only over 
those U, E K. Therefore v E Qk(R) #, H and, by Proposition 3.1(4), 
v E Q’(R #, H). However, by the definition of the t,, J( )I’ - v) = 0. Since 
the action is biinvertible, HJ = J #, H by Proposition 3.1(6), and 
(J #, H)(w- v) = 0. J #fl H is an ideal of R #, H with zero annihilator, 
therefore as elements of Q’( R #, H)? w = v. Thus \V E Q’,(R) #, H. 
Now suppose R #, H satisfies the bimodule property. Since NJR = Rw, 
ht’ is an (R, R)-subbimodule of R # ,H, hence it intersects R non-trivially. 
Therefore there exists some a E J such that 0 # L~)V ER. However, as before 
aRhv = aM,RgbP E R. Since w = C t,u,, we have C (aRJt,) II, = aRhz? E: R 
thus, as in the first paragraph t, = 0, for all U, # 1. Hence, TV E Q’,(R) # 
1 z Q’,(R). 
We can now prove the first main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be n prime k-algebra and R #, H a crossed product 
&lich has the bimodule property. Then C(R #, H) = C(R)H # 1 z C( R)H. 
ProoJ By Proposition 3.1(5), it is always true that C(R)H # 14 
C(R #, H). Conversely, choose 12: E C(R #, H) and an ideal If 0 of 
R #, H such that WI= In) c R #, H. Let J = In R; J is H-stable by 
Lemma 1.6 and J# 0 by the bimodule property. Since JW E R #, H and 
u’ commutes with R, we can apply Proposition 3.2 to conclude that 
\t* E Q’,(R). However, since it’ commutes with R, IV E C(R). 
Since \V also commutes with H = 1 # H, for all I? E H, we have )I’ # h = 
(1 # 17)~ = Cihj h,,, . tl: # hc2). Applying id@& to this equation yields 
e(h)l+*=h.ti’, hence WEC(R)~ # lacy. 
We continue looking for cases where C(R #, H) = C(RjH # 1 % C(RjH. 
The next result may be well known. 
LEMMA 3.4. If R is prime and the action of G is X-outer on R, then 
C( R #, kG) = C( R)G # 1 E C( R)G. 
ProoJ: By Proposition 3.1(5), C(R)G c C(R #, kG); note that since kG 
is cocommutative, the action is fully biinvertible. Conversely, as in 
Theorem 3.3, choose 1~ E C(R #, kG) and I# 0 such that WI= Z~V c
R #, kG. It is known that R #, kG has the ideal intersection property since 
G is X-outer [Ml, p. 521. Thus J= In R # 0, J is a G-stable ideal of R, 
and WJC R #, kG. 
We claim WJC R. For if a E J, write Iva = b = C, rg # g. Since, for any 
g rE R, arb= bra, we see arrg= rgr a g, for all gE G. If rg #O, this implies, 
by Lemma 1.7, that g is X-inner, a contradiction unless g = 1. Thus 
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b=r, # 1 E R, and NJ= Jwc R. Let il= )V IJ, then AE C(R). Since J is 
G-stable, in fact A E QG(Rj and we may consider 1 E Q&R) #, kG s 
Q(R #, kG). Now (A- w) IJ= 0 and so, (A - IV)( R #, kGj = 0. Since 
J #, kG has zero annihilator, A= IV, and so 1 centralizes G. Therefore 
A E C(R)% 
We can now prove 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let R #, H be a crossed product such that R is prime, 
H = K # kG where K is irreducible, and G = G(H) and L = P(H) satisfy 
conditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.5. Then C(R #, H) = C(R)H # 1 z 
C( R)H. 
ProoJ: By Lemma 2.4, R #, H = (R #, K) #, kG. Then, by 
Lemma 2.3, the action of G on R #, K is X-outer since by Theorem 2.2, 
R #, K satisfies the bimodule property. Thus, by Lemma 3.4, C(R #, H) = 
C(R #, K)G #, 1 z C(R #, K)“. Since R #, K has the bimodule property, 
Theorem 3.3 applies to give C(R #, K) = C(R)K. Thus C(R #, H) = 
(C(R)K)G= C(R)H. 
We can also apply Proposition 3.2 to obtain some information about the 
X-inner automorphisms of R #, H. The following corollary is similar to 
work of Osterburg and Passman [OP] on the X-inner automorphisms of 
R # U(L). 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let R be prime and R #, H a crossed product with the 
bimodule property. Then every X-inner automorphism of R #, H which 
stabilizes R is induced by an element of QH(Rj. 
ProoJ: Suppose MI E Q(R #, H) induces an X-inner automorphism g of 
R #, H which stabilizes R. Let I # 0 be an ideal of R #, H such that ~‘1, 
Iw s R #, H and let J= In R. J is H-stable and is non-zero by the 
bimodule property. Since Jw z R #, H, Rw = wR, and R #, H has the 
bimodule property, it follows by Proposition 3.2 that 11: E QL(Rj. Thus 
wJ& (R #, H) n Q’,(R)JE R and so, VVE QH(R). 
The assumption in Corollary 3.6 that the X-inner automorphism stabilize 
R is necessary, for in Example 4.10 we will see an X-inner automorphism 
of R #, H which is not induced by any element of QH(R) #, H. 
If we consider the case where every non-zero H-stable ideal of R contains 
a left regular element, then we can describe Q( R #, H). In order to do so, 
we need the following important proposition which will also be used in the 
next section. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let R #, H be a crossed product with H= K # kG, 
where K is irreducible. Suppose M’ E Q’(R #, Kj and J # 0 is an H-stable 
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ideal of R such that Jw, WJC R #, K. If J contains a left regular elemeni, 
then )I’ E QH(R) #, K. 
Proof. Let b E J be left regular. Choose a basis B = (un > of K as in Sec- 
tion 1, so that it includes a basis for every K,,. Let D be the subcoalgebra 
of K generated by supp(ulb); D is finite dimensional by the fundamental 
theorem of coalgebras. First note that for any a E J: supp(ait,bj c 
supp(wb) c D. We claim that for any a E J, in fact suppjan,) E D. 
If not, there exists a largest integer iz such that there exists some u.,. E B, 
and I.+ E supp(an!) - D. Therefore for some 0 # Y E R, 
aw=x c,u,+rzlj,+~ dBuB. 
where cr. dfl E R, ZI, E B, are distinct from up, and uB E D CT (B - B,). Now 
awb = 1 C:ZI: + rbu, + 1 dbub, 
where c:, db E R, u: E K, are distinct from u,,, and 14; ED. Since supp(a$vb) 
c D, and rb # 0 since b is left regular, it follows that ui’ E D, a contradiction, 
Thus supp( au?) c D. 
If (da> is a basis for D, then for each d, we define an element of Q’,(R), 
t,: J-+ R, by letting cu, be the coefficient of d, in aw, any a E J. Now 
let o=x t,d,; tlEQ’,(Rj #,KcQ’(R #,Kj by Proposition3.1. Also 
by Proposition 3. I, KJ= J #, K, thus 0 = KJ( w - c’) = (J #, K)(w - u). 
Therefore w=u~Qk(R) #,K. 
We now claim that t,Jz R, for all d, E supp(+~). If not, let II be the 
largest integer such that there exists some d, E K,, n supp( ,v) with t;. J $C R. 
Therefore we have 
w=c t,d,+t,d,+C tOd,, 
where d, E K,,, d, E K - K,, tS J E R, and the d, are all different from d,. 
If rE J then by (lS), the coefficient of d, in 1~1’ is t,,r +Cp,i tS(yi.r), for 
appropriate I:; E K. However, J is K-stable and each tg J_c R, by induction, 
thus Co. i tp(yi. r) E R. Since the coefficient of d, in wr belongs to R, it 
follows that t,r E R, hence t,Jz R, a contradiction. As a result, all the t, 
belong to QH(Rj and WEQ~(R) #,K. 
The next result now follows directly from Proposition 3.7; note we do 
not require that R is prime. 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose that R #, H is a crossed product with the 
bimodule property. If etler)) tlon-zero H-stable ideal qf R contains a Left 
regular element then Q(R #, H) = QH(R) #, H. 
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Proqf: By Proposition 3.1(4), it is always the case that 
QH(R) #, H 4 Q(R #, H). Conversely, let u’ E Q( R #, H) and let I# 0 be 
an ideal of R #, H such that Iw, WI s R #, H. By the bimodule property, 
H is irreducible, and if J= In R then J is both non-zero and H-stable. 
Since Jw, WJC R #, H, we may use Proposition 3.7 with G = (1) to see 
11’~ QH(R) #, H. Thus Q(R #, H) = Q&R) #, H. 
When R is prime we can consider Hopf algebras of the form K # kG, 
where K is irreducible. We first prove the quotient analog of Lemma 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.9. If R is prime such that the action of G is X-outer of R and 
every non-zero G-stable ideal of R contains a left regular element, then 
Q(R #, kGj = Q&R) #, kG. 
ProoJ By Proposition 3.1, Q&R) #, kG c Q(R #, kG). Conversely 
choose 1~ E Q(R #, kG) and I# 0 an ideal of R #, kG such that ZIV, 
MTZC R #, kG. As in Lemma 3.4, J= In R # 0, J is G-stable, and Jw, 
WJG R #,kG. 
Choose b left regular in J and let D be the finite subset of G consisting 
of the support of wb in R #, kG. Then for any aE J, supp(alzlj = 
supp(awb) c D. 
For each a E J, we may write aw = CSE D rg # g. Define zg : J+ R by 
azg = rg, for each gE D; clearly zg E Q;(R). Now let v =CgcD zg # gE 
Q;(R) #, kGz Q’(R #, kG). Then 0= (kG) J(wl- v)= (J #, kG)(w- u) 
and so, 1~ = v E Q:(R) #, kG. 
Finally we claim zg E Q&R), for each g E D. For, if a E J, wa = 
(Cgso ‘Ig # g)(a # 1)=x,,, zgag # gER #,kG, and thus z,agER. 
Since Jg = J, we have z,Jc R and thus zg E Qc(R). 
We can now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let R #, H be a crossed product such that R is prime, 
H = K # kG, where K is irreducible, and G = G(H) and L = P(H) are 
X-outer on R as in Theorem 2.5. Assume also that every JE FH contains a 
left regular element. Then Q(R #, H) = QN(R) #, H. 
Prooj: By Proposition 3.1, QH(R) #, Hz Q(R #, H). For the con- 
verse, we need several observations. First, by Lemma 2.4, there exists a 
cocycle r such that R #, H = (R #, K) # ~ kG and QN(R) #, H = 
(Q,(R) #, K) #, kG. In addition, R #, K is prime since the bimodule 
property holds by Theorem 2.2. Also, G is X-outer on R #, K by 
Lemma 2.3. Now consider any G-stable ideal I# 0 of R #, K, by the 
bimoduie property, J= I A R # 0. J is K-stable as I is K-stable, and J is also 
G-stable since G acts on R. Thus J is H-stable, so it contains a left regular 
element r E R. Then r # 1 is left regular in R #d K, and r # 1 E I. We may 
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therefore apply Lemma 3.9 with R #, K as the base ring to conclude that 
QW #, W = Q((R #, K) # r kG) = Qc(R #, K) #, 6. 
In order to prove the theorem it now suffices to show that 
Q&R #, Kj c QH(R) #, K. Choose M’ E Qo(R #, K); then there exists a 
G-stable ideal If 0 of R #, K with IN*, IVIE R #, K. By the bimodule 
property J = In R # 0; J is K-stable and G-stable and so, H-stable. Thus J 
contains a left regular element and we conclude, by Proposition 3.7, that 
WE QJRj #, K. 
It is reasonable to wonder if the hypothesis about left regular elements 
in Theorem 3.8, Lemma 3.9, and Theorem 3.10 can be removed. However, 
Examples 4.10 and 4.11 show that the remaining hypotheses do not suffice. 
4. QUOTIENTS AND EXTENDED CENTERS FOR H COMMUTATIVE IRREDUCIBLE 
In this last section we specialize to the case H is commutative and 
irreducible. We will fix a basis (ui) for H as in Section 1; in particular, it 
is a union of bases for all the H,. We also specialize to the situation in 
which R is an H-module algebra, and thus our crossed product becomes 
the usual smash product R # H. 
Recall that R is H-prime if the product of two non-zero H-stable ideals 
is always non-zero; in such an algebra, FH = (all non-zero H-stable ideals > 
since R is an H-module algebra [C, Cor. 31. In this situation, ( 1) and (3) 
of Proposition 3.1 are also due to Cohen. 
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, we will always be 
assuming that R is an H-prime H-module algebra, where H is commutative 
irreducible. We require two new definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. (1) Q’,(R) #, H= {xi fi # ui 1 tj~Q’,(R) for a/i i 
and there exists JE & such that Jti c R, all i, and for each a E J, nt, = 0 for 
all but finitely many i>. 
(2) QH(R) #, H= (L tj # u~EQ[,(R) #, HI t,EQ,(R)for alli). 
The elements in QL(R) # x1 H are infinite sums; however, for each ele- 
ment IV= C ti # ui as above, Jw c R # H for some JE&,. But now since 
J is H-stable and S is bijective, J # H = HJ, by Proposition 3.1, and thus 
(J # H)w E R # H. Since J # H has zero annihilator, 11’ determines an 
element it in Q’( R # H) and the map MI w ii? is injective. Thus we have 
proved part of 
LEMMA 4.2. Q’,(R) # cr, H = (q E Q’( R # H) 1 there exists some JE -Fti 
such that Jq E R # H). 
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ProoJ: One containment is proved in the discussion above. Now sup- 
pose qE Q’(R # H) and JEP~ such that Jqc R # H and let {ui> be a 
basis for H. Therefore for any aE J, aq= xj rizli~ R # H, so for each i we 
may define ti: J+ R via a H ri. 
Each t; is a left R-module map, hence {t;j G Q’,(R). Furthermore the 
{ ti} satisfy the conditions Jtj c R for all i and for each a E J, at, = ri = 0 
for all but a finite number of i. Thus zi tizlie Qk(R) #m H. Also 
a(q- xi t,u,) = 0, for all a E J. Since S is bijective J # H= HJ, hence 
(J # H)(q-xi tiz4;) = 0. Thus q= xi t,~4~~ Qk(R) # Ic H and the second 
containment is proved. 
The main result of this section is the following. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be an H-prime H-module algebra, where H is conz- 
nzutative irredzrcible. Let Z denote the center of QH(Rj # H; then if 
0 # q E Q’(R # H) there exists f E Z such that 0 # fq E Qk(Rj # oj H. 
Fzwthermore if R # H is prime then Q’(R # H) = (Q’,(R) # m H) Z-‘, tlze 
localization at the tzon-zero elements of Z. 
Before proving Theorem 4.3, we need several preliminary results. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let R be an H-module algebra with H commutative 
irreducible, let I be an ideal of R # H, and assume r I ~4~ + . . . + rm u,,, E I, 
where the basis { ~4~) is as above. Then for all h E H, (h rl) zdl + . . . + 
(h.r,)u,,EI. 
Prooj We proceed by induction on n. If h E H, = k. 1, it is surely true. 
Now assume that it is true for h E H,f_ i, and choose h E H,‘. By (1.5), if 
Ah=hO1+lOh+~,~rOz,, for +v~,~,EH,+_,, then h.r=hr-rlz- 
El (~7~. r) zl. Thus 
(hl .rl) ~4~ + ... + (h,;r,) u, 
=(hr,-r,h)u,+ ... +(hr,,-r,h)u,,-1 1 (Y~~~~)z~~ 
I I 
= [h, rlzz, + ... +r,u,] -C 
( 
1 (J,l.rj) zli z[, 
1 i > 
using that H is commutative. Since y1 E H,, _, , the double sum is in I by 
induction. Thus the entire expression is in I. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3 will follow from the following proposition. 
If f = 1 in the proposition then Jc 1, thus the proposition is essentially a 
substitute for the “ideal intersection property” in [BeM]. 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume R is an H-prime H-module algebra, where H 
is cornrnutative irreducible. Choose a non-zero ideal I of R # H, Then there 
exists J~F~ando#f~z=z(Q~(R)# Hjsuch that JfGI. 
Proof: L.et II be such that In(R # H,2)#0, but In(R # H,,-i)=O. 
Consider the ordered basis of H chosen above, thus it is a union of bases 
for all the H,. Choose 0 #a E In (R # H,) such that a has the smallest 
number of basis elements of “degree 11” in its support, where by “degree II” 
we mean elements of X,. So 
LljE x,, and X,, n supp(a) = (ui, . . . . uk >. Then any other non-zero b E In 
(R # H,) has at least as many elements of X,, in its support. Fix some 
u, E supp(a) and define 
J= 
{ 
rERlrul+ i S$4if c S,U,EI > 
i=2 U,EH,,-I I 
where some of the s, may equal 0. J is clearly a left ideal of R, and it is 
H-stable by Lemma 4.4. It is also a right ideal, since by (1.5) for any s E R, 
(‘.%+lL vi+CU&-, .s~uG)s=rsul+~~x2 sisu,+(termsin R # H,_,j, 
and so rs E J. 
Fix ~EJ, and say a=ru,+CF=, s~z~~+&~,~-, s,u,, then the si and s, 
in this expression are unique, for if a’ = ruI + Cf==, s(ui + CUuEHn-, $24, E I, 
then a - a’ E 1 and has fewer degree IZ elements in its support. Therefore, by 
our choice of a, a - a’ = 0 and so, si = sf and s, = sk for every i, ,z. Thus for 
all i 3 2 and ,x there are well-defined maps ti : J -+ R and t1 : J -+ R given by 
I’ I-+ si and r H s,. Clearly each ti and t,x is a left R-module map, and thus 
ti and t, determine elements of Q’,(R) since J is H-stable and R is 
H-prime. Although there may be an infinite number of fa, for any aE J, 
at, = 0 for all but finitely many CI. By Lemma 4.2, QL(R) # ,~ H exists and 
can be embedded into Q’(R # H). Thus 
f=u,+ f tiui+ C t,u,EQh(R) #x H. 
i=2 IL. k Hn , 
By construction, Jf E I. 
We next need to show that f is central in Q’,(R) # .x, H. To do this it 
suffices to show that [,f! R] = 0 and [f, H] =O, for then we will have 
[A R # H] = 0, hence [f, Qk(R) # x H] c [f, Q’(R # H)] E 0. Choose 
rER, then J(rf-fr)=(Jr)f-(Jf)rzI. But using (IS), rf-frs 
X:=2 Q’,(R) # u~+C~,~~,~~, Q’,(R) # u,, thus J(cf-,fi) would contain 
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elements of I with fewer degree M elements than a in its support, a con- 
tradiction unless J(rf-fi) = 0. Since J is H-stable, J # H is an ideal of 
R # H with zero annihilator, and J # H = (1 # H)(J # 1) since S is 
bijective. Thus (J # Hj(f->)=O. Considering rf-frE Q’(R # H) 
implies that rf - fr = 0. Thus [J; R] = 0. 
To show that [f, H] = 0, we proceed by induction on ~2 for h E H,,; in 
fact we will prove that [f, H,] =0 and li, ~,EQ’,(R)“-. If nz =O, then 
Ho = k. 1 gives the result trivially. So assume, by induction that for all 
UEH,~,, [f;v]=O and u.r=.s(~)t, where t is any ti or t,. Now choose 
h~Ht and SEJ. By (1.5), sh=hs-h’s-x:, (yr.s)z,, for y/, z,EH,~~,. 
Since [f, H,-,]=O, we have (sh)f=hsf-(h.s)f-C, (~l~-s)fi,~hZ+ 
Jf+JfzL-cI. Thus (Jhjf _ci, but clearly JJsJ and so J(hf --J72)_cI. 
Now Izf -Jh=Cf==, (Irti- tih) ui+CUclEH,,--l (ht,-t,h) u,; using (1.5) 
again where t is any ti or t,, ht - th = h . t + XI (y, . t) zI = h . t, since y, . t = 
E(yl)t=O by induction. Thus hf--$h=~fz2 (h.ti)ui+~,,,~_, (h.t,)u,. 
Since J(hf-fi)Gl, J(CF==, (/z.tijui+Cu,eH _, (h.t,)u,)cZ. But this 
gives elements in I with fewer degree IZ elements” in its support than a; thus 
Cf=c=, J(h.ti) ~i+Cu~tH,-, J(h . t,) U, = 0. It follows that whenever t = ti or 
t,, J(h . t) = 0, and so, h . t = 0 = E(h)t. Thus t E Qk(R)Hm. We also obtain 
J(hf-Jlz) = 0, thus 0 = HJ(hf-fJz) = (J # H)(hf-Jh) and so hf-fi = 0. 
Thus [f, H,,,] = 0, thereby proving the inductive step. 
Since ti, t, belong to Q’,(R)H, they commute with H, so in par- 
ticular f=zir +xf=_, zq+~C,,H,z_l u,t,. But then, since fJ= Jf SIC 
R # H= HR, we see that tiJ, t,Jc R, for all i, a. Thus ti, t, E QH( R) and 
.f EZtQdRl# m HI C-J (Q&O” #m H). 
Finally we need to show that f is a finite sum and we use that each 
t, E QE,(R)” to adapt an argument used in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Let 
0 # sr E J and let K be the subcoalgebra of H generated by supp(s, f); we 
claim that supp(f) c K. Therefore we must show that if II, 6 K then t, = 0. 
If SE J then since I{,$ K, it follows by the multiplication in R # H that 
U, 4 supp(s,fi). However, s1 fs = sr.sJ; hence u, $ supp(s,sf ). Therefore 
sIst, =O, and so sr Jt, = 0. Since J is H-stable and t, E Qx(R)*, Jt, is an 
H-stable left ideal of R, thus either Jt, = 0 or Jt, has zero left annihilator. 
But since s, # 0, we have Jt, = 0 and so, t, = 0. By the fundamental 
theorem of coalgebras, K is finite dimensional, thus all but finitely many of 
the t, are zero and f is therefore a finite sum. Thus f c Z(Q,(.R)* # H). 
We can now prove Theorem 4.3. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We write Q = QL(R) to simplify the notation. By 
Lemma 4.2, we know Q # ly, HG Q’(R # H). Since Z commutes with 
R # H, it lies in C( R # H). Thus if R # H is prime then C(R # H) is a 
field, hence Z- ’ _c C(R # H) and (Q # ~ H) Z- ’ E Q’(R # H). 
For the reverse containment, choose q E Q’(R # H). Let I be a non-zero 
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ideal of R # H such that Iq E R # H. By Proposition 4.5, there exists 
JEFF and O#feZ such that JfsZ. Thus J(fq)=(Jf)q&ZqgR # H. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, fq E Q # ,~ H and the first part of the theorem is 
proved. In addition, if R # H is prime then q = (fq).f-l E (Q # x H) Z-’ 
and the second part of the theorem is proved. 
We can now obtain some information on C(R # H). 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let R be an H-module algebra, where H is commutative 
irreducible, such that R # H is prime. Then C(R # H) = Q,,(Z), &~ere Z is 
the center of QH(R) # H. 
Proof. As noted in the proof of Theorem 4.3, Q,,(Z) E C(R # H). For 
the other inclusion, choose q E C(R # H) and let I# 0 be an ideal of 
R # H such that Zqc R # H. By Proposition 4.5, there exists O#feZ 
and JE 9& such that Jf E I. We now consider fq; clearly fq E C(R # H) 
and J(fq) c R # H. Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, ,fq E QL(Rj # xI H. As a 
result, we can write fq=Ci t,uiE Q;(R) # % H. However, since H is 
commutative and fq commutes with H, for every h E H, 0 = [h, fq] = 
xi [Iz, ti] 11~. Therefore [H, tj] = 0, for all i, and we claim that each 
t,E QL(Rj”. As in the proof of Proposition 4.5, we will show by induction 
on m that h.tj=E(h)ti, all i and hEH,,. Trivially the result holds when 
nz = 0 since H, =k . 1, so we may assume that L!. tj= E(O) t;. for all i and 
v E H,, - 1. Now choose h E Hz 3 by Lemma 1.1, Ah =h@ 1 + 10/z+ 
C,yr@=ty,, zl~H,i-,. Thus by (1.5), 12 . tj= [I?, tJ + II ( .I’{. ti) z,= 0, 
since ~1~. ti = E( yI) ti = 0 by induction. 
Since fq commutes with R and its coefficients all belong to Qk (R)H, the 
arguments applied to f in the last two paragraphs of Proposition4.5 now 
apply directly to fq, thus we can conclude that $4 E QH(R) # H. However, 
since fq is central in Q,(R) # H, we now have fq E Z. Since q = (fq) f - ’ 
we have q E Q,,(Z). 
In the final main result of this paper we show that if every non-zero 
H-stable ideal of R contains a left regular element, then we can compute 
Q(R # H) without using infinite sums. 
THEOREM 4.7. Zf R # H is pritne kth H commutative irreducible such 
that ever)> fzotz-zero H-stable ideal of R contains a left regular element, therr 
Q(R # H) = (Q,(R) # H) Z-‘, where Z is the center of QH(R) # H. 
Proof. Clearly (QH(R) # H) Z-’ c Q(R # H), so it suffices to show 
the other inclusion. By Proposition 4.5, if q E Q(R # H) then there exists 
an ideal If0 of R # H, JE FH, and O#fEZ such that Zq, qIcR # H 
and Jf cl. Since fqEQ(R # H), J(fq)ER # H, and (fq)J=q(JfjEqIG 
R # H, it follows by Proposition 3.7 that fqE Q,y(R) # H. Since 
q= (fq)f-I, we have qE (QH(R) # Z) Z-‘. 
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We now give an example where Q'(R # H) can be computed without 
using inlinite sums. In light of Theorem 4.3, it suffices to show that 
Q’(R) # ~ H can replaced by &(R) # H. 
EXAMPLE 4.8. If R is prime Goldie then QL(R) # ,~ H= &(R) # H. 
To see this, suppose us = xi t,zt, E Qk(R) # oc, H and let JE .& such that 
Jw c R # H. If a E J is regular in R, then a remains regular in Q’(R) since 
Q’(R) is contained in the classical quotient ring of R. But since aw E R # H 
and a,#0 whenever ti#O, it follows that 1~ is a finite sum and 
wQ’,(R) # H. 
Unfortunately Q’(R # H) and Q(R # H) cannot, in general, be com- 
puted without using “infinite sums.” We conclude this paper with three 
examples which show that inlinite sums are often necessary. 
In Example 4.9 we show that even if R is a domain then infinite sums are 
necessary in computing Q’(R # H). 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let R= k(x,, x2, . . . . x,, . ..) be the free algebra in an 
infinite number of variables over a field of characteristic 0. Let L = ( y) be 
the one-dimensional Lie algebra acting on R via the outer derivation 
y: xib-+xi+l, for all i. Since C(R) = k (in fact Q(R) = R, by a theorem of 
Kharchenko [P, 13.111 j, we have C(R # U(L)) = C(R)L= k. Thus by 
Theorem 4.3, Q’(R # U(L)) = Qk(R) # Ti U(L). Now let J be the ideal of 
R of polynomials with zero constant term, and define ti: J+ R by 
(r,x,+ .‘. +rpi+ . ..) ti=rj+,xi+I+r;+zXi+2+ ..*. 
Thus for any a E J, there exists N such that at, = 0 for all 12 > N. Hence 
zZEI tiyiEQ’,(R) #r U(L)=Q’(R # U(L)) and infinite sums are 
necessary. 
In light of Theorem 4.7, this example cannot be extended to Q(R # H). 
However, the next examples show that for prime rings in which not all 
non-zero H-stable ideals contain regular elements, infinite sums can be 
necessary in Q(R # H). In fact, these examples show many things: in 
Corollary 3.6 the assumption that the X-inner automorphism stabilizes R is 
necessary; and in Proposition 3.7, Theorem 3.8, Lemma 3.9, Theorem 3.10, 
and Theorem 4.7 it is necessary to assume that every non-zero H-stable 
ideal of R contains a left regular element. 
EXAMPLE 4.10. Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and F a field exten- 
sion of k with a k-linear derivation d#O. Let R be the ring of infinite 
matrices over F generated by those matrices with a finite number of non- 
zero entries and k . 1. Extend d to R entrywise. Then R is prime and d is 
outer. 
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Let L = (x) be the one-dimensional Lie algebra over k acting on R via 
d, and let H= U(L), noting that P(H)= L. Now C(R)= F and COk L is 
the l-dimensional Lie algebra over F. COl, L cannot become inner on 
Q(R), so by Theorem 2.2, R # H has the bimodule property. It is easy to 
see that 
~r*=e,,x+e,,x 2 +ej,x3 + ... +e,,,_ ,, 2>,xn + . E Q(R # H), 
by using J to be the ideal of R with a finite number of non-zero entries: 
Jw c R # H. However, w  G QH(R) # 3c H, thus infinite sums are necessary 
in Q(R # H). This shows that Theorems 3.8 and 4.7 cannot be improved. 
Furthermore, since W’ = 0, 1 + it’ is invertible in Q(R # H) and conjuga- 
tion by 1 + ti’ is an X-inner automorphism of R # H, hence Corollary 3.6 
cannot be improved. Finally, since ( 1+ VI’) J= J( 1+ w), it follows that 
wJc R # H, thus Proposition 3.1 also cannot be improved. 
EXAMPLE 4.11. Let F be a field extension of k which has a 
k-automorphism g of infinite order and let R be as in Example 4.10. Then 
G=(g) is X-outer on R, but 1r=er2g+e3,g’+ej6g3+ . . . $ 
ezfl ~ i. 2,z g” + . . . E Q(R # kc), but w  6 QG(R) # kG. Thus Lemma 3.9 
cannot be improved. 
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